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n r How Can You Best Help Disrupters, Lazy or Disobedient Christians?

2 Thessalonians 3:14-15

Despite the best efforts of church staff around the US - sometimes the announcements in the
bulletin don't come out the way they were intended.

• The eighth graders will be presenting Shakespeare's "Hamlet": in the church basement on
Friday at 7 p.m. The congregation is invited to attend this tragedy, (oh it's that bad?)

• Pastor is on vacation. Massages can be given to church secretary.
• Please join us as we show our support for Amy and Alan in preparing for the girth of

their first child (didn't know kids were coming out that big these days!)
• Scouts are saving aluminum cans, bottles and other items to be recycled. Proceeds will be

used to cripple children (so much for their good deed for the day)
• The cost for attending the Prayer and Fasting conference includes meals (talk about

temptation!) .
• The peacemaking meeting scheduled for today has been canceled due to a conflict (so

much for peacemaking! ©)
•  Irving Benson and Jessie Carter were married on October 24 in the church. So ends a

friendship that began in their school days (really marriage isn't that bad).
• Please place your donation in the envelope along with the deceased person(s) you want

remembered (that's going to be a big envelop!).
• Attend and you will hear an excellent speaker and heave a healthy lunch. Hopefully that

won't happen today although we do have a very serious and challenging subject today as
we continue on in 2 Thessalonians. Next Sunday will be the final message in this series.

It would be great if people always got along, always cooperated, and always followed God's
way, but that won't actually happen all the time until we get to the millennium and heaven. So
in 2 Thessalonians 3 God has been showing us how to deal with outward opposition, attacks
from the demonic and Christians in the church who are consistently lazy, disruptive, busybodies
and disobedient. As we showed last week, we can get tired in doing good in these situations.
Now God is going to show us what we are to do when those lazy, disruptive, busybodies or
disobedient church people refuse to repent or change over time. We don't want to give up on
them, but nothing else has gotten through. God's call to us when this happens is somewhat
counter-cultural to our current American culture and they have been greatly misused in the past
by dictatorial, insecure or cultish leaders. But they are the last best chance - not only in the
church but any group we are in from our extended family to social groups in town. So let's dig
into the question, "How can we best help the continuously willful, disruptive, lazy and/or
disobedient?"

PROPOSITION: There comes a time when we must disassociate ourselves with believers who

continue in a disruptive, lazy or disobedient way to give them the best chance to see & turn
from the errors of their way.
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I. Identify and specially note 2 Thes 3:14a

A. Specially note (n.b.)
READ V 13-14a. We are to identify and specially note those who are continuously
disobedient, lazy, disruptive or busybodies. There is an old abbreviation grammarians
used - 'N,B.' - from the latin phrase nota bene, meaning "note well." It is used to
emphasize an important point. Clearly identify the person, or persons, who are
continuously causing problems. Notice this is the opposite of our tendency to try to
ignore them and hope everything just gets better somehow. Tfp^therg m thF^gmtip
wd4 tf)' to ignore the diorupth^e-cviu)bDoxii3aiS33aie=tot all that really happens is that the
joy, closeness, or productivity of the group slip5away.

B. Directed to the group
READ V 13-14a. Notice this is directed to the whole church, not just the leaders.
Elsewhere in the New Testament, leaders are called to take the lead in opposing false
teaching and false teachers, but in the areas of disobedience & disruptiveness the
whdl^group is brought in. This j^^e-protect^from misuse by cultish, insecure or
autocratic leaders. ̂ ^Jt is also far moreppwerful for when the group confronts a
person together^i-t io far more- offccti^.^oc^^^^^ndividuals'^^^ h^e challenged
before and been rejected. We see this with people who are addict^^- drugs, alcohol,
gambling, video games, pom, Pinterest, whatever. They have rejected peoples' help &
denied they had a problem so often, that it looks hopeless after years of efforts. But
when all those closest to the addicted get together in agreement and confront the
person with an ultimatum like all agree, you are addicted and need help. You
need to go to this treatment center or we are all stepping back out of your life. We
love you too much to keep helping ̂ u destroy yourself.'^ That group intervention
can do for the obstinate what even intense pain can't do.

For the group to be involved, some people must start to talk about the situation with
others. That is not gossip IF you have already spoken to the disobedient person
personally and encouraged them to change. If it involves a constant disrupter in the
extended family you can say to others, ̂ ^does it bother you when Uncle Joe comes to
the family Christmas dinner and constantly cuts others down? Pve spoken with him
but he believes others approve of it?" If others don't see it as a problen^fhen either
you are off-base or God hasn't made the group ready yet. Agreement in group is
needed for effectiveness - no matter what the group is.

C. Numerous interactions, encouragements & warnings over time I Thes 5:14; Titus 3:10
The actions spoken of here in v 14-15 come after numerous interactions,
encouragements and warnings over time where there has been no repentance or
change in actions. A year before this, in the first l^fy^r to t^^Thessalonian church,
God called these same people to stop the laziness anB^lt to'work. He encouraged
other church people to wam them of their laziness & disruptiveness. And that was
after the missionary leadership team had taught through actions & words the positives
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of hard work and challenged the laziness. This final step of group challenge, with
relationally stepping back i^fthe disobedient won't change, is only done after
numerous interactions, encouragements & warnings over time. Decades later, God
continues to say the same thing to His church in Titus 3:10, "Warn a divisive person
once, and then warn them a second time. After that have nothing to do with
them." These words in v 14-15 are actually words of incredible hope for any person
who has tried to continually help someone who is self-destructing or destroying the
group they are in hope gets lost in time. This is a final action God has given us
to give the continuously disobedient their best chance to change. It is God's plan not
ours.

D. Based on objective, not feelings or relationships or excuses
And it is to be based on objective actions — what is done or not done. It is not to be

based on our feelings, impressions, frustrations, anger, disagreements in secondary
issues or hindrances to getting our way. God's plan is not to be ignored because
someone is family, they might get upset or we hate confrontation. We just deal with
objective actions which are either repented of & change attempted ofoot. And since
this really is the last best chance, we want to make it God's timing, not ours.

11. Problems don't go away on their own 2 Thes 3:14b
READ v 14. After it is clear to the group over time that a person is going to continue to be
disobedient and/or disruptive, then the next step the group should take is: Do not associate
with him.^R rCf

A. Personal challenge Matt 18:15
As we have seen in our study this summer, this is not a one time, quick reaction.
When sin is involved, it starts with a personal challenge. As we read this morning in
Matthew 18:15 "if your brpthe^^ister sins, go and point out their fault, just
between the two of you."mhen there is a very public disruption to church meetings,
the leaders have no choicest to temporarily separate the disruptor, but then they will
later try to speak personally with that pevsoruThe one thing that we can be sure of is
that problems don *t go away on their own:

More than 25 years ago, we had someone who would make a dysfunctional statement
eyery time that the church budget was brought up in a Congregational meeting - "I
think it's stupid to have a church budget." This was not in the context of a
discussion, nor was one requested. It was simply saying everyone else was a fool for
going along with this and there was no opportunity for anyone to disagree. This
continuous comment sucked all the joy out of the testimonies ahead of time and made
our meeting "to seek God's willfor the future" frustrating, discouraging and painful.
Now, as a young pastor, I mistakenly thought I was being gracious by not saying
anything and just letting the |^ersonr^press their feelings. Nothing could be farther
from the truth. I wasn't help' them or our church^^od calls us to go privately to the
person to discuss the issue, even though that is har3^ Because problems don't go away
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on their own -1 prayed hard for God to stop these demoralizing statements, but I also
had to challenge them privately. When I did go and say "If you want our church to -f
not have a budget, bring it up for a vote at the Congregational meeting
otherwise keep those comments to yourself. This is the way the church'lias
decided to go" - the person never brought it up again. There wasn't anyone else who
thought it wise not to have a spending plm for the church and the pastor of the church
he came from later told me it waTTdisaster aM they changed it after a couple people
left. I needed to learn that it is NOT gracious or loving^to either the complaining
person, or the group^to not challenge disruptive people. Problems don't go away by
themselves. And as Matthew 18:15 goes on to say, "If they listen to you, you have
won them over."

B. Warning/Consequences I Cor 5:9-11
Private challenges had already happened before this letter had been written. In fact
many other warnings, encouragements to change and challenges had happened over at
least an 18 month period as we have shared in previous weeks. God uses that time to
have the whole group see the problem, give chances for repentance and bring His own
consequences into the disobedient person's life so the person is encouraged to see the
error of their way. Time is another way to genuinely show this is out of love byjhg
group and not a cultish^insecure or dictatorial leader using it to punish orTorce out
any who disagree with them. And the issues that rise to this level are always si^gr
major ones like those listed in I Corinthians 5:9-11. God was extremely displeased
with that church because they hadn't confronted a member who was regularly having
sexual relations with his step-mother - something out-of-bounds even in Corinth's
sexually liberated culture. The church people either were afraid to confront or thought
it was being loving & accepting to fully embrace him as a Christian without
repentance.

C. Separation, not punishment
(Matt 18:17; Romans 16:17-19; I Corinthians 5:9-11,13; 2 Thes 3:6 ; Titus 3:10-11; 2 John 10-11)

As hard as it is, after time & multiple challenges, if we really care about a person,
want to give them a genuine chance at change and desire to cooperate with God's
work, then there needs to be a final warning: "repent & take a step of change or we
need to back away socially'^ READ 14-15. Social pressure can be effective in
helping an erring person come to his or her senses. This is not 'punishment'. It is an
act of love when nothing else is getting through. God asks us to take this step as a
final chance for a person to become aware of the wrongness of their actions by
demonstrating the church's agreed on condemnation of their behavior.

Some may recoil at the use of the word 'shame' here. That simply describes what
happens in a society oriented primarily toward the group rather than the individual
which the Middle East & most of the world is. They are more impacted by the
'shame' of sogi^l separafrng while individualistic oriented societies like Americans are
more impacted by the 'loss' in relationship. While both societies 'feel' or 'describe'
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the effect of group censure differently, but the end goal is the same - in cooperation
with God's plan & God's timing, for a group to step back relationally is the most
effectively challenge to our stubborn self-will, wrong actions or dysfunctional speech.

READ V 14. The call from God to step back relationally from Christians who
continuously sin in major ways or constantly cause major divisions in the church is
consistent through scripture.
•  Jesus said in Matt 18:17, "if they refuse to listen even to the church, treat

them as you would a pagan or tax collector"
• Romans 16:17, ̂ *Watch outfor those who cause divisions and put obstacles in

your way that are contrary to the teachings you have learned. Keep away
from them,"

•  I Corinthians 5:11, "You must not associate with anyone who claims to be a
brother or sister (that is a Christian) but is sexually immoral or greedy, an
idolater or slanderer, a drunkard or swindler. Do not even eat with such
people." As in all these verses it is talking about someone who is regulajly
dojrig_tl^_se-things & refuses to repent - not those who repent but are struggling
for ongoing victory.

• Here in v 6 - READ 2 Thes 3:6

• Titus 3:10, "Warn a divisive person once, and then warn them a second time.
After that, have nothing to do with them,"

• 2 John 10 "If anyone comes to you and does not bring this teaching (ie a
false teacher claiming to be a Christian) do not take them into your house or
welcome them."

"Do not associate with them" in v 14, means not to mingle or fellowship with them.
The word implies no intimate or close association with a person. It is to take the social
and approval aspects of relationship away. Yet they are not sever all contacts for v 15
talks about future admonition or "warning them as brothers^'. What might that look
like? At that time it meant the person couldn't take communion, be part of their
regular community or potluck dinners, receive financial or food help from the church
or be invited over for fun fellowship times. In our day, they would be able to come to
worship but must step down from any positions of leadership, not serve publicly, not
be in fellowship groups where we offer our opinions and church people would not
invite them over for fun or fellowship times. -

111. Must be done in love 2 Thes 3:15

The design of divine discipline is always to produce repentance, not division. Concerned that
the Thessalonians might overdo the discipline, Paul goes on to urge them to treat the
offender as a brother, not as an enemy. READ v 15. In fact,while every verse 1 read earlier
involved clear separation from the unrepentant by the group, there are variations in the
amount of that separation depending on situations. False teachers are considered an enemy
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of the church, but not the disrupter or disobedient here. Any form of separation by people in
a group sin must be done in love.

0 A. Be ready for restoration 2 Cor 2:6-8
That means we must be ready for restoration from the very start and that willingness
to fî y restore to fellowship must continue until the end. That is harder than you think

see in 2 Corinthians 2:6-8 where Paul had to remind the church to fully restore a
man who had rightly repente^ after the church rightly separated relationally from hir^
because of his continuous, serious sin. It is tough to keep being ready to restore
because our natural human reasons for social withdrawal in relationships is to get back
at people, punish them for hurts they inflicted, gain some advantage for ourselves or
avoid more pain. Add to that the pain felt by constant rejections of sacrificial help and
the verbal attacks of those who were already hurting the group and you can see how
the desire to restore can drop over time. This group discipline is not punishment but
loving cooperation with God

B. Keep anger/hurt out

\  For the chi^h to keep any separation redemptive, church people must also work hard
^^^keep anj^nger or hurt out. God does not call us to this action to punish a person
"who"has hurt the churcb or other people, but to call them in the most serious way

/"^ossibTeTtorepentance. Many people have been hurt through the ongoing
disobedience or disruptiveness and any personal or group challenges which are
ignored usually add waves of attacks, blame and other dysfunctional replies meant to
get the church to allow them to keep doing what they are doing. So hurt and anger will
naturally arise - we must continually & humbly keep giving these wounds to Jesus so
we can cany out God's plan in love and obedience.

C. Don't treat as the enemy
Finally we are reminded not to treat these continual offenders as the enemy. READ v
15. The word enemy is derived from the adjective that meant "hated" (echthros) - an
enemy is someone hated and feared. But that is not the case with someone we are
challenging as a group and stepping back relationally together if they won't listen. We
are NOT trying to defeat them, punish them or get back at them. They may be
obnoxious, rebellious, selfish, and stubborn but they are not an enemy. They do need a
good dose of tough love to give them their best chance at turning around.

We will always face people problems and conflicts in this life. Sometimes they go on so long
and they are so hurtful to a group that we lose hope of any change happening. It is in these
supremely difficult times that God calls us to cooperate with His plan and give the disobedient
the best chance at positive change by coming together as a group, directly challenging the
person and socially backing ̂ ay as a group if they don't change. Next week we end this Bible
book by looking at the peace God gives us, both in our lives and in our local church.
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